
Hillary’s Collapse Signals America’s Collapse. 
 
I got a very interesting email message this morning from Gladys, one 
of my subscribers, and here's what she wrote to me: ‘9/11/16 Hillary 
Clinton collapsed, another sign of America collapsing.’ Well, thank 
you very much, Gladys, I've seen those videos myself of Hillary 
collapsing after that 911 commemorative event and I looked at it in 
political terms saying that: ‘oh, good, that's the end of Hillary's 
campaign, now Trump can win’. 
 
I don't believe that's going to happen. I think Hillary will still win but it 
does prefigure the collapse of America. Now in Daniel 7, the perfect 
symbol of America is Barack Obama. That's because he is the 
Leopard: he is black and white; he has four heads and four wings, he's 
our 44th president. But, the third beast in Daniel 7 is followed by the 
fourth beast and that's the Antichrist.  
 
But America must collapse first. In Daniel 8 there are two horns on the 
RAM, one is newer and larger; that symbolizes America. The smaller 
one symbolizes Britain. The ram is crushed by the goat. Those are the 
same two entities in the book of Revelation. The Whore of Babylon ‘is 
fallen, is fallen’. That counts for two ‘falls’. The Whore of Babylon 
wears purple and scarlet. That has nothing to do with the Catholic 
Church, by the way, that's a lie from the false prophets. That also 
symbolizes Britain and America. 
 
Now, I want you to take a closer look at those videos all over YouTube 
where Hillary collapses. Notice that her head bobs twice. Once, I 
believe her right knee buckles under her. Her head bobs a second 
time, her knee buckles again and then she collapses. I believe that's 
very significant. Those two head bobs, those partial collapses, they 
symbolize Britain and America. That prefigures the final total collapse 
just like on 9/11. 
 
Maybe you remember a very similar event a couple of years ago when 
those two American runners, the girls collapsed at the finish line. They 
finished 1-2 . They wore the numbers ‘9’ and ’11’. None of this is 
accidental. Thank you, Gladys, for letting me understand the 
significance, the real significance of this event. It is far more than 
political, it is Biblical. It fulfills Bible prophecy: both Britain and America 
will fall imminently and that is why so many people are interested in 
what is happening; because they realize this video is far more 
significant. 
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